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We study the reset dynamics of niobium �Nb� superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors
�SNSPDs� using experimental measurements and numerical simulations. The numerical simulations
of the detection dynamics agree well with experimental measurements, using independently
determined parameters in the simulations. We find that if the photon-induced hotspot cools too
slowly, the device will latch into a dc resistive state. To avoid latching, the time for the hotspot to
cool must be short compared to the inductive time constant that governs the resetting of the current
in the device after hotspot formation. From simulations of the energy relaxation process, we find that
the hotspot cooling time is determined primarily by the temperature-dependent electron-phonon
inelastic time. Latching prevents reset and precludes subsequent photon detection. Fast resetting to
the superconducting state is, therefore, essential, and we demonstrate experimentally how this is
achieved. We compare our results to studies of reset and latching in niobium nitride SNSPDs.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3498809�

I. INTRODUCTION

Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors
�SNSPDs� offer high detection efficiency for visible and near
infrared photons with high count rates, very small timing
jitter, and low dark count rates.1–5 Typical detectors consist
of a current-biased superconducting niobium �Nb�, niobium
nitride �NbN�, or niobium titanium nitride �NbTiN� nanowire
patterned into a meander, as seen in Fig. 1�a�. In this mean-
der geometry, the nanowire length is proportional to the de-
tection area. SNSPDs are particularly useful in applications
that require high count rate single-photon detection in the
near infrared, such as photon-counting communication6 and
quantum key distribution.7 Development of NbN SNSPDs is
most advanced. Although NbN SNSPDs offer higher count
rates than most other near infrared single-photon detectors,8

the count rate in large area meander devices is limited by the
kinetic inductance of the nanowire, which is proportional to
the nanowire length. For a small-area detector �short nano-
wire�, the count rate can be higher, but very short nanowires
will latch into a finite voltage state instead of self-resetting to
the superconducting state after detecting a photon. Latching
precludes practical use of a small-area SNSPD at high count
rate.

The count rate in a properly resetting SNSPD is set by
the electrical time constant �r=LK /RL, where LK is the ki-
netic inductance of the nanowire, proportional to its length,
and RL is the load resistance of the readout circuit.9 Before a
photon is absorbed, the nanowire is superconducting with dc

bias current Ib that is less than the critical current at the base
temperature, Ico. An absorbed photon will create a localized
hotspot in the nanowire, which has a finite resistance Rd that
drives the bias current into the load resistance RL. The
equivalent circuit for a device with a finite resistance hotspot
is seen in Fig. 1�b�. In the desired mode of operation, the
SNSPD will self-reset to the superconducting state. This oc-
curs because the hotspot cools quickly after the current is
shunted out of the nanowire, so that Rd abruptly returns to
zero. The device current Id�t� then exponentially returns to its
initial value before photon absorption, Ib, with a time con-
stant of �r. The equivalent circuit for this current return stage
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FIG. 1. �a� Scanning electron micrograph of a meandered Nb SNSPD with
a detection area of 16 �m2. The dark regions are Nb, while the sapphire
substrate is lighter. �b� Equivalent circuit for the nanowire and readout with
a photon-induced hotspot resistance Rd. Prior to photon absorption, Rd=0
and Ib flows fully through LK. The nanowire is outlined by the dotted box;
the arrows indicate the flow of current. �c� Equivalent circuit as the bias
current is returning to the device after the hotspot has cooled back to the
zero-resistance state. For this stage, the inductive time constant of this cir-
cuit, LK /RL, sets the time scale for reset of the detector, which characterizes
the decay of the load current toward zero.
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is shown in Fig. 1�c�. Full reset requires a time of approxi-
mately 3�r so that Id�t� will be restored to approximately
95% of Ib. This is necessary in order to have a high prob-
ability of detecting the next photon that is absorbed in the
nanowire.10 The maximum count rate is, therefore, the recip-
rocal of this full reset time, ��3�r�−1. The reset time can be
reduced by increasing RL �Refs. 10 and 11� or decreasing
LK.12–15 If �r is too small, however, the device will not self-
reset but instead will latch into a finite voltage state where it
is not sensitive to photons.10,11,16

In this article, we study the reset and latching dynamics
of Nb SNSPDs using both experiments and numerical simu-
lations. We compare these results to our measurements of
NbN SNSPDs, and to those of other groups.1–4,9–11 Reset and
latching have previously been studied in NbN SNSPDs.11

The present study is the first to examine the reset and latch-
ing dynamics in Nb SNSPDs.11 A Nb SNSPD has less kinetic
inductance than a NbN SNSPD of the same geometry; how-
ever, Nb has a longer electron-phonon time than NbN. As
will be shown, the kinetic inductance and the electron-
phonon time both play a significant role in determining the
reset dynamics, which makes this comparison instructive.
This work should be relevant to understanding the limits on
the count rates of SNSPDs made from other materials5,15,16

The present work also explains our previously reported ex-
perimental results for Nb SNSPDs.17,18

II. BACKGROUND

The stability of self-heating hotspots in superconducting
wires has been broadly studied and several models have been
presented.10,11,19–21 Reference 11 studied the phenomenon of
latching in NbN SNSPD devices in detail. The analysis in
Ref. 11 uses a phenomenological model of the heating and
cooling of the photon-created resistive hotspot to determine
if an NbN SNSPD will latch. According to Ref. 11, electro-
thermal feedback creates a situation where a resistive hotspot
is either stable or unstable in the steady-state, depending on
Ib and �r. Formation of a stable hotspot, known as latching,
precludes operation of the SNSPD. Thus, in the case of the
SNSPD, parameters that give unstable hotspot behavior are
desired.

Solutions to the model in Ref. 11 were obtained analyti-
cally by determining the stability of the hotspot under small
sinusoidal perturbations. This type of small-signal stability
analysis does not model the time-dependent formation, evo-
lution, and decay of the hotspot. The predictions of the
model in Ref. 11 were fit to data from NbN SNSPDs. By
varying several of the phenomenological parameters of the
model, good agreement between the model predictions and
experimental data was found. However, some of the phe-
nomenological parameters used in Ref. 11, notably the
“hotspot temperature stabilization time,” are not directly
connected to the microscopic physical processes, such as
electron-phonon scattering, phonon-escape and electron dif-
fusion. These physical processes govern energy relaxation in
superconducting thin films, and are important for under-
standing other nonequilibrium superconducting devices such
as hot electron bolometers and transition edge sensors.22,23

Identifying which of these physical processes plays the key
role in the SNSPD is important. Additionally, in Ref. 11, the
values of some parameters that are obtained by the fitting
procedure appear to be different from those of independent
measurements.16–18,22–27 For example, the results in Ref. 11
based on fitting imply a value of the thermal conductivity �
in NbN of approximately 0.0017 W /K m. Direct measure-
ments of the thermal conductivity in NbN, and calculations
based on the Wiedemann–Franz law, have obtained �
�0.16 W /K m.10 We do believe that the model in Ref. 11
provides guidance that is useful in understanding trends
within the data presented, and also may capture physical ef-
fects occurring at the superconducting-normal interface of
the hotspot that may be particularly important to understand
latching in NbN SNSPDs, with their higher resistivity and
shorter length normal-superconducting interfaces.

In the present work, we develop a model to analyze
latching in Nb SNSPDs based on microscopic physical pro-
cesses. These are well-known to govern thermal relaxation in
superconducting thin films and nanowires. A photon-created
hotspot can stabilize to either a finite resistance or cool back
to zero-resistance. The factors that determine whether or not
a hotspot will latch are identified by examining the full dy-
namics of the hotspot formation and how the dynamics de-
pend on Ib, LK, and RL. We find that almost all of the energy
stored in the kinetic inductance of the nanowire, �1 /2�LKIb

2,
is dissipated into the hotspot as Joule heat when the hotspot
forms. This inductive energy dissipation occurs over a time
scale that is significantly less than 1 ns in most Nb devices.
We conclude that this total inductive energy determines
whether a device will latch for a specific value of the current
return time �r=LK /RL. The predictions of our model agree
well with measurements of Nb SNSPDs with no free param-
eters. The parameters used in our model are based on inde-
pendent measurements.

We find that Nb SNSPDs are significantly more suscep-
tible to latching than NbN devices because cooling by pho-
non emission in Nb is much slower than in NbN. Although
this slower cooling is less desirable for high count rate op-
eration, it makes Nb a good material in which to study latch-
ing. The conclusions we draw from our model of Nb
SNSPDs should be applicable to SNSPDs fabricated from
other materials as well. We also tested NbN devices to verify
that our measurement methods did not introduce any spuri-
ous behavior in our measurements of Nb SNSPDs. Proper
shielding, filtering, and clean, low noise microwave design
are critical to these measurements. Our measured results for
NbN are similar to those reported in Ref. 11, confirming the
validity of our measurements.

III. DEVICES TESTED

The fabrication procedures for the Nb and NbN devices
measured in this work are described in Refs. 18 and 24,
respectively. A summary of the parameters of the devices
tested is given in Table I. Both Nb and NbN devices were
fabricated by etching of sputter-deposited thin films on
R-plane sapphire substrates. The Nb nanowires were �7.5
nm thick and 100 nm wide. The critical temperature Tc of the
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Nb devices ranged from 3.9 to 4.5 K. We attribute this varia-
tion in Tc to small variations in the thickness of the samples,
which are correlated with small variations ��5%� in the
sheet resistance of the nanowires just above Tc. This thick-
ness variation may affect the superconductivity strongly be-
cause the nanowires are very thin.15 We believe that the
variation in thickness is a result of the nonuniformity of the
Nb etching process used.18 Based on the measured tempera-
ture dependence of the critical current, the variation in Tc can
explain the variation in the critical currents of the Nb devices
measured at 1.7 K. All NbN nanowires were �5 nm thick,
130 nm wide and �900 � /sq just above Tc. The critical
temperature of the NbN devices was consistently 10 K for
the devices tested. The small difference in the critical current
between the two devices presented here may be due to small,
nongeometric constrictions in the nanowires that are not vis-
ible in scanning electron micrograph images. This variation
is consistent with what is observed in Ref. 11 for uncon-
stricted NbN devices. All devices studied in this work had
good ��5%� detection efficiency for 470 nm photons and
uniform line width. No large constrictions were apparent in
measurements of the current versus voltage, measurements
of the detection efficiency, or in measurements of the kinetic
inductance.25 The devices studied were chosen from a larger
group of devices, some of which did contain significant non-
geometric constrictions, as discussed in Ref. 25. The detec-
tion efficiency of all devices tested can likely be improved
significantly by using optical structures designed to increase
the absorption in the Nb film, as was demonstrated for NbN
SNSPDs in Ref. 4.

The measurement setup is described in Ref. 18 and an
equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 2�a�. A key feature of the
experimental setup is a set of cryogenic, remote-controlled rf
switches. These enable measurement during one cool down
of a given device with various shunt resistors in parallel with
the transmission line but close to the device. This gives total
load resistances RL=50 �with no shunt�, 33, 25 �with a 50 �
shunt�, 17, or 15 �. For devices with small inductance, a
small load resistance is necessary to enable self-resetting op-
eration, as will be explained. We measured LK independently
by incorporating each device into an LC resonant circuit with
known capacitance and measuring the resonant frequency
= �LKC�−1/2, for a range of temperatures below Tc and for a
range of currents below Ico using a network analyzer. The
technique used is described in detail in Ref. 28 and is differ-
ent from the technique used in Ref. 9. The measured values
of LK at 1.7 K are reported in Table I for Ib=0. The depen-
dence of LK on Ib is weak, varying by �5% in Nb nanowires

as Ib is increased to just below Ic. The kinetic inductance
measurements are discussed in detail in Ref. 28.

IV. MODEL

The simulations we have performed are based on nu-
merical solutions to a two-temperature model of heat flow
similar to the model used to analyze NbN SNSPDs in Ref.
20. In two-dimensions, the governing equations of the model
are

Ṫe = −
1

�e−ph�Te�
�Te − Tph� +

1

Ce�Te�
jd�x,y,t�2�d�x,y,t�

+ De�
2Te, �1�

TABLE I. Parameters of the devices studied in this work. The sheet resistance Rs is measured approximately 5 K above Tc. The reported values of the kinetic
inductance for each device in the table include approximately 10 nH of inductance from the measurement leads �Ref. 29�.

Nb (A) 10�10 �m2 Nb (B) 4�4 �m2 Nb (C) 10 �m line NbN (D) 5�5 �m2 NbN (E) 5 �m line
Length, L 500 �m 80 �m 10 �m 105 �m 5 �m
Rs �� /sq� 110 116 113 890 895
Tc 4.5 K 3.9 K 4.0 K 10 K 10 K
Ic �1.7 K� 8.2 �A 6.2 �A 6.4 �A 26.2 �A 25.4 �A
LK �1.7 K� 235 nH 60 nH 15 nH 120 nH 16 nH
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Equivalent circuit; Rb�RL, Rd. �b� Measured
�solid lines� and simulated �dashed lines� output pulses, IL�t�, for device �A�
with the self-resetting case labeled by the three regimes of operation: �i� the
device is in equilibrium with Rd=0; �ii� initial heating: a photon has been
absorbed, the hotspot is growing and the current is transferring into the load;
�iii� the hotspot resistance has returned to zero, and the current is returning
to the device with a time constant �r=LK /RL. �c� Numerical results for Ic�t�
�dashed lines� and Id�t�= Ib− IL�t� �solid lines� for Ib=5.0 �upper curve� and
8.1 �A �lower curve�; the latter shows the latching case. We find Ilatch

=7.1 �A from these simulations. We note that Ic as defined here can be
finite even with Rd	0 because Ic is calculated according to Eq. �7� and,
therefore, only depends on the electron temperature, and not on Id. Rd is
calculated from the simulation according to Eq. �6�.
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Ṫph =
1

�e-ph�Te�
Ce�Te�

Cph�Tph�
�Te − Tph� −

1

�esc
�Tph − To�

+ Dph�
2Tph, �2�

where Te=Te�x ,y , t� and Tph=Tph�x ,y , t�, are the electron
and phonon temperatures, To is the substrate temperature,
�e-ph�Te� is the electron-phonon inelastic scattering time, �es

is the escape time for phonons �equal to 40 ps in all
simulations�,23 De and Dph are the electron and phonon dif-
fusivities, Ce�Te� and Cph�Tph� are the heat capacities of the
electrons and phonons per unit volume, jd�x ,y , t� is the cur-
rent density, and �d�x ,y , t� is the resistivity. In all simulations
of Nb SNSPDs, we use �e-ph�Te�=�e-ph�6.5 K��6.5 K /Te�2

with �e-ph�6.5 K�=2.0 ns,23 De=1 cm2 /s,27 Dph

=0.1 cm2 /s, and Cph�Tph�=9.8�10−6Tph
3 �J* cm−3 K−1�.10,30

For the electronic heat capacity, in the normal state we use
CeN�Te�=5.8�10−2Te�J* cm−3 K−1�,27 and in the supercon-
ducting state we use CeS�Te�=0.92� exp�−
�Te� /kBTe�
��J� cm−3 K−1�,27,29–31 where 
�Te�=1.76 kBTc

��1
−Te /Tc�1/2.30

The total current flowing through the device, Id�t�, is
determined by the readout circuit �Fig. 2�a�� and, therefore,
obeys the equation

İd�t� = −
1

LK
�Rd�t� + RL�Id�t� + RL

Ib

LK
, �3�

which is obtained using Kirchhoff’s laws, where Rd�t� is the
resistance of the nanowire and Ib=Vb /Rb in Fig. 2�a�. The
spatial distribution of the current density jd�x ,y , t� is deter-
mined by the spatially-dependent resistivity �d�x ,y , t�. If the
coordinate system is oriented such that the positive x-axis is
along the length of the nanowire in the direction of current
flow, the total device current at position �x� for a wire of
width w, and thickness d much smaller than the magnetic
penetration depth, is given by

Id�t� = Id�x,t� = d�
0

w

jd�x,y,t�dy , �4�

which, by conservation of charge, must be equal at all points
�x�. The local resistivity �d�x ,y , t� will depend on the
whether the point �x ,y� in the material is in the supercon-
ducting or the normal �nonsuperconducting� state. In our
model, the resistivity is defined by

�d�x,y,t� = �o�1 − 	H�Tc − Te�x,y,t��

� H�jc − jd�x,y,t��
� , �5�

where H is the Heaviside step function and �o is the normal
state resistivity of the film. Thus, �d�x ,y , t� is equal to zero or
�o, depending on temperature and current density. Since only
those sections of the strip at point �x� that are normal for all
values of �y� at �x� will contribute to Rd, it follows that for a
wire of width w,

Rd�t� =
lnorm�t�

dw
�o, �6�

where the normal length lnorm�t� is calculated numerically
and is the length over which the resistive hotspot occupies

the entire width of the wire. Typically, the maximum value of
lnorm is much less than the total nanowire length l. Finally, we
calculate the effective critical current of the device as a func-
tion of time, Ic�t�. The effective critical current is defined as
the minimum critical current along the length of the nano-
wire using the Ginzburg–Landau expression for the tempera-
ture dependence

Ic�t� = minx�d�
0

w

jc�Te = 0��1 −
Te�x,y,t�e

Tc
3/2

dy� , �7�

with jc�Te=0� determined for each device by equating the
Ginzburg–Landau expression for Ic�1.7 K�= Ic�Te=0��1
−1.7 /Tc�3/2 to measurements of Ic�1.7 K� and setting jc

= Ic /wd.31 As defined, the effective critical current is as-
sumed to be independent of Id. Since the effective critical
current is only determined by temperature, once the hotspot
begins to cool below the critical temperature, Ic�t� becomes a
measure of the thermal relaxation of the highest temperature
region of the hotspot. Thus, the time scale over which the
critical current returns to near its equilibrium value is the
hotspot thermal relaxation time �c. This is the time required
for hot electrons to return to near their equilibrium tempera-
ture To.

We have implemented a numerical solution to these
equations using MATLAB.32 The device is represented by a
two-dimensional grid with longitudinal grid spacing 
x and
transverse grid spacing 
y. At each grid point, the electron
and phonon temperatures are defined. From these tempera-
tures, all temperature-dependent quantities are defined. When
a volume-dependent quantity such as the heat capacity is
calculated, it is calculated over the volume of the cell cen-
tered at the grid point �x ,y� where the volume of the cell is
equal to d
x
y with typical grid spacing of 
x=
y
=5 nm. The absorption of a photon is simulated by increas-
ing the temperature of one grid point in one time step 
t
such that

Te�xo,yo� = To +
hf

Ce�To� · �
x
yd�
, �8�

where �xo ,yo� is the grid point where the photon is absorbed,
h is Planck’s constant, and f is the frequency of the photon.

V. RESULTS

The detection cycle in an SNSPD, as illustrated by the
simulations, can be divided into three distinct stages, labeled
on the lower curve in Fig. 2�b�: �i� the nanowire is biased in
the superconducting state with a dc bias current Ib below the
critical current at the base temperature, Ico= Ic�To�; here, Rd

=0. �ii� A photon creates a resistive hotspot whose resistance
Rd�t� increases quickly due to the fast dissipation of the in-
ductive energy stored in LK. As a result, most of Ib is shunted
into RL, which has much lower resistance than Rd. �iii� In a
self-resetting device, after most of the bias current has trans-
ferred to RL, the hotspot quickly returns to the zero-
resistance state and the current slowly begins to transfer back
into the device with a return time constant �r=RL /LK. In a
latching device, stages �i� and �ii� are identical to those in a
self-resetting device, however stage �iii� does not occur and
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Rd remains finite. Latching is seen in Fig. 2�b� for Ib

=8.1 �A. As will be shown next, latching occurs in this
device �LK=235 nH and RL=50 �� at the larger value of Ib

because of the greater heating that occurs due to the larger
amount of stored inductive energy, ��1 /2�LKIb

2, that is dis-
sipated in the hotspot. If the hotspot does not cool quickly
enough as the current begins to return to the device, the
device will remain in �latch into� the resistive state. The mea-
sured latching pulse in Fig. 2�b� is for a single shot measure-
ment. It has more noise than the measured self-resetting
pulse because the self-resetting waveform displayed is an
average of many pulses. The measured slow decay of IL�t� in
the latching case for t	5 ns is due to the ac coupling of the
amplifier. This slow decay is not observed in the simulation,
which assumes a dc-coupled amplifier.

It is essential that Ib be close to Ico for high detection
efficiency.20 Thus, self-reset for Ib� Ic is necessary for a de-
vice to have both a high count rate and high detection effi-
ciency. In Fig. 2�c�, we model the effect of increasing Ib from
5 to 8.1 �A by computing both the effective time-dependent
critical current Ic�t� and the device current Id�t� as functions
of time. The fast dissipation of the inductive energy,
�1 /2�LKIb

2, that occurs after the photon is absorbed drives Ic

quickly to zero �Fig. 2�c�� and Rd to a large value. This large
value of Rd drives Id to near zero because Ib is shunted al-
most entirely into the lower resistance load, RL. This entire
process occurs in a very short time, �1 ns in most devices,
as observed from the rise time of the current pulses in Fig.
2�b�. The cooling time in Nb is much longer than the sub-
nanosecond time to dissipate the inductive energy,
�1 /2�LKIb

2.
Self-reset occurs when the trajectories of Ic�t� and Id�t�

are such that Id�t�� Ic�t� as the hotspot cools. For device �A�
with RL=50 �, Fig. 2�c� shows that self-reset occurs for Ib

=5 �A but not for Ib=8.1 �A. When Ib=8.1 �A, Id�t� re-
mains above Ic�t� as the hotspot begins to cool, maintaining a
finite hotspot resistance. The resulting dc Joule heating �oc-
curring after the initial energy dissipation� enforces a stable,
finite resistance hotspot state. The resistance of this stable
state may be less than the peak resistance of the hotspot,
which occurs just after the fast initial dissipation of the in-
ductive energy and before any substantial cooling has taken
place. Note in Fig. 2�c� for Ib=8.1 �A that the finite value
of Ic for long times indicates that the steady-state tempera-
ture at the center of the hotspot is less than Tc; nevertheless,
the hotspot remains resistive because Id	 Ic. We define a
latching current Ilatch as the lowest value of Ib that results in
latching. For device �A� in Fig. 2 with RL=50 � the model
predicts that Ilatch=7.1 �A. Note that in Fig. 2�c�, the current
return time is �4.6 ns, close to the expected value of
LK /RL=4.7 ns.

We now show that our numerical simulations agree with
experimental measurements. In Fig. 3, we plot the normal-
ized latching current measured for several Nb SNSPDs ver-
sus �r=Lk /RL. We also plot predictions for the latching cur-
rent obtained by simulating devices with the same
parameters as those measured. In addition to the measure-
ments and simulations for Nb devices, we also plot experi-
mental measurements of the latching current in NbN devices

to provide a comparison of the two different materials. Each
device has a different value of LK �see Table I�. We vary RL

to change �r in both simulations and experiments. For Nb
device �A�, we plot predictions for two values of De �1.0 and
0.25 cm2 /s� to show that faster diffusion of hot electrons
�larger De� makes a device less susceptible to latching. A
value of De=1.0 cm2 /s was used for all other Nb simula-
tions. The simulation predictions for Nb SNSPDs and the
experimental measurements of Nb SNSPDs are in approxi-
mate quantitative agreement. In the simulations, there are no
free fitting parameters used. We believe the discrepancies
between simulated and measured values of Ilatch are primarily
due to uncertainty in the values of the material parameters
used as inputs to the model.10,23,27,29,30

We find in experiments that a Nb SNSPD is much more
sensitive to latching than a NbN SNSPD with the same area
and value of RL. Still, we observe that NbN SNSPDs are also
susceptible to latching, as discussed in Ref. 11. A trend we
observe for both Nb and NbN devices is that with larger
kinetic inductance, a larger value of �r is required to achieve
the same normalized value of Ilatch. For larger LK, the dissi-
pated energy ��1 /2�LKIb

2 is larger. For example, in Fig. 3 the
circled data points for devices �A� and �B� are both at Ilatch

=0.95Ic; device �A� has LK=235 nH, RL=25 �, and �r

=9.4 ns while device �B� has LK=60 nH, RL=17 �, and
�r=3.5 ns.

From simulations, we find that latching occurs when the
current return time �r is significantly shorter than the hotspot
cooling time �c. We define �c as the time interval between
when Ic�t� first becomes finite and when Ic�t�=0.63Ico �see
Fig. 3�. This criterion allows us to compare �r to �c. Simula-
tions show that �c depends on material parameters �e.g. the
electron-phonon time� as well as on the inductive energy
�1 /2�LKIb

2. After photon absorption and the fast dissipation of
the inductive energy, the hotspot temperature is significantly
greater than the equilibrium temperature To. The maximum
temperature is greatest for the largest inductive energy. We
find from simulations of Nb SNSPDs that the temperature-
dependent electron-phonon interaction time in Nb is the
dominant component of �c but not the only component. For
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FIG. 3. Normalized latching current predicted by the model �open symbols�
and measured �solid symbols� vs �r=LK /RL, obtained by varying RL in the
simulations and experiments. For the 10�10 �m2 meander, we plot pre-
dictions for two values of the diffusion constant: De=1 cm2 /s, as used in all
other simulations, and De=0.25 cm2 /s, which is used only here.
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small temperature excursions, �c would be equal to the
electron-phonon time,22 �e-ph�Te�Te

−2. However, for the
large temperature changes that occur in an SNSPD, the ther-
mal relaxation has a more complex behavior than simple
exponential relaxation and also depends on Rd�t� and on the
outdiffusion of hot electrons. Thus, simulations are needed to
predict the exact trajectories of Ic�t� and Id�t�, and therefore,
if a device will latch or self-reset.

Simulations confirm that the inductive energy dissipation
in the hotspot occurs on a time scale much shorter than �c

and can be much larger than the energy of the photon that
initiates the hotspot. From simulations, we find that the exact
energy dissipated in the hotspot as it is forming is equal to
= �1 /2�LK�Ib

2− Imin
2 �+hf , where Imin is the minimum value of

Id and hf is the energy of the absorbed photon, where h is
Planck’s constant and f is the frequency of the photon. For
most practical devices �large area and, therefore, large LK�,
hf � �1 /2�LKIb

2. In all measurements and simulations, we find
that Imin� Ib, so that the total initial dissipated energy is ap-
proximately equal to the inductive energy �1 /2�LKIb

2 for all
but the shortest nanowires �e.g. device �C�, where the photon
energy hf is significant�. In a self-resetting device, the total
amount of energy dissipated in a detection event is this ini-
tially dissipated energy, �1 /2�LKIb

2, since the hotspot quickly
cools back to near To and Rd=0 after the inductive energy is
dissipated. In a latching device, Id�t� remains above Ic�t� as
the hotspot begins to cool. In this case, the hotspot remains
resistive as Id begins to increase, causing additional Joule
heating after the inductive energy is dissipated. This addi-
tional Joule heating enforces a stable dc hotspot resistance.

The hotspot size, and hence the resistance, is determined
primarily by the energy stored in the kinetic inductance. If
two hotspots are formed simultaneously at different locations
along the nanowire, the total energy dissipated in both
hotspots will be ��1 /2�LKIb

2. This will result in a combined
resistance of the two hotspots that is approximately equal to
the resistance of an individual hotspot. Hence, it is not fea-
sible to distinguish a single-photon detection event from a
multiphoton detection event via a measurement of the peak
height in a conventional SNSPD, even if the amplifier im-
pedance were comparable to the hotspot resistance.

In all devices, a larger value of �1 /2�LKIb
2 leads to a

hotspot with a greater peak temperature. This increases the
cooling time �c since more energy must be transferred to the
phonon system and ultimately to the substrate in order for
the hotspot to cool to near To. Since �1 /2�LKIb

2 and �c are
both independent of RL, we can reduce RL in order to in-
crease �r without affecting the cooling time �c. We can,
therefore, eliminate latching in any device by sufficiently
reducing RL. However, reducing RL decreases the count rate,
proportional to �3�r�−1 and reduces the output signal, �IbRL.

In Fig. 4, we show the effects of changing LK and Ib for
four different situations. We plot simulations of Rd�t� and
Ic�t� for Nb devices with RL=25 �. �Note that in Fig. 2,
RL=50 � was used.� The inductive energy is varied by
changing LK �compare device B with LK=60 nH to device C
with LK=15 nH� and by changing Ib �compare device �A�
with Ib=5 �A to device �A� with Ib=8.19 �A�. The plots
of the simulated data clearly show that the peak value of Rd

as well as the value of the cooling time �c increases for larger
values of �1 /2�LKIb

2. For example, in Fig. 4, �c increases
from 2.2 to 5.0 ns when the value of �1 /2�LKIb

2 is increased
from 5 eV for device �C� to 85 eV for device �A� with Ib

=8.19 �A and hf =2.6 eV in these simulations.
In addition to circuit parameters, the thermal relaxation

process also depends on material parameters. In particular,
the cooling time �c decreases when the electron-phonon time
is decreased. Also, if De is increased, �c decreases due to
faster outdiffusion of hot electrons �see device �A� in Fig. 3
where two values of De are considered�. The dependence of
�c on these material parameters likely explains the difference
in the observed latching behavior between Nb and NbN
SNSPDs �Fig. 3�. NbN has a much shorter electron-phonon
time than Nb at all relevant temperatures.26 This makes NbN
less prone to latching because the shorter electron-phonon
time more than compensates for the smaller De and the larger
value of �1 /2�LKIb

2 in NbN compared to Nb of similar geom-
etry.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that our microscopic model of the
electron heating and cooling can predict the observed reset
and latching behavior in a Nb SNSPD. Our simulations and
measurements of Nb SNSPDs show behavior qualitatively
similar to our measurements of NbN SNSPDs and to the
results reported in Ref. 11 for NbN SNSPDs. In Nb SNSPDs,
we find that the fast initial heating caused by the Joule dis-
sipation of the energy stored in the kinetic inductance of the
nanowire determines whether a device will latch or self-
reset. In Nb, latching occurs over a wider range of operating
parameters than for NbN SNSPDs. This is due to the much
longer electron-phonon time in Nb. Our model suggests that
the maximum count rate for an Nb SNSPD would be for a
device with small LK �e.g., device �C��. The maximum count
rate then is �3�c,min�−1�150 MHz. The factor of three is
necessary so that the current in the nanowire is restored to
greater than 95% of its initial, dc value, which enables a high
detection probability for the next photon that is absorbed. To
achieve this count rate with device �C�, a value of RL

�7 � would be required �see Fig. 3�, which was not avail-
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FIG. 4. �Color online� : Simulation results for Nb devices �A�, �B�, and �C�
showing the dependence of Rd�t� and Ic�t� on Ib and LK; RL=25 �; and �c is
labeled for device �A� with Ib=8.19 �A and is equal to 5.0 ns. For device
�C�, �c=2.2 ns �not labeled�.
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able in our measurement setup. We do demonstrate that in a
larger area Nb SNSPD �device �A��, a value of RL=25 � is
sufficient to achieve the maximum count rate �see Fig. 3�.
The maximum count rate for device A with RL=25 � is �3
�235 nH /25 ��−1=36 MHz because LK is much larger
than in device �C� and, therefore, much more heating occurs.
We find that the intrinsic timescale for cooling of the hot
electrons is the electron-phonon inelastic time. This sets the
minimum reset time of an SNSPD. Thus, reducing the ki-
netic inductance helps only insofar as it reduces the inductive
energy that is dissipated as the hotspot forms, which reduces
the cooling time. Based on this conclusion, a NbTiN SNSPD,
with a smaller kinetic inductance than a NbN SNSPD of the
same geometry,15 may have some advantages over NbN
SNSPDs if the electron-phonon inelastic times are similar.
However, even if an SNSPD were fabricated from a super-
conducting material with a shorter electron-phonon time than
NbN, such as MgB2, the phonon-escape time �es probably
cannot be reduced significantly from its value for ultrathin
NbN, where �es�40 ps.33 Recently, new geometries that in-
corporate several nanowires in parallel have been
explored.34,35 The added degrees of freedom for the current
in these parallel topologies may allow for faster reset than a
single nanowire of the same detection area.
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